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WHAT IS A UNIVERSITY, ANYWAY?
There are those who point to the
university as the grown-up playpen, J
taking adults and sheltering them
from the stark pleasures and pains
of survival: suffering war and
fighting poverty; coughing at
pollution and building a better
world; real people doing real things.
Then others will counter that only
in a university can people break
away, get their heads together,
focus on the problems from a new
perspective and thereby attack
them, all the while enjoying the
unique advantage of living in
and around a community of people
bound together by an interest
in learning.
A university is a baliwick of
bureaucracy and an Institute of
individualism. There are structures
that stifle creativity and doorways
to entire new worlds of imagination.
There are those who will help us in
our endeavors and there are those ^
who will hinder us.
Perhaps in the end it is like all the
^
rest, only what we make of it.
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"...here the important questions about God and man are raised... *'
The University of Santa Clara was founded to
provide a superior collegiate education in a Chris-
tian context. Here the important questions about
God and man are raised. The answers and the effort
to find the answers are the core of the Santa Clara
experience.
The President of the University has been given by
the Board of Trustees the responsibility of directing
and coordinating the activities of the University so
that Santa Clara will be a better university and a
better Christian community. He is also responsible
for seeing that the policies approved by the Trustees
are implemented, and he recommends to the Trustees new
policies to strengthen Santa Clara. He is expected to
see that the University runs smoothly and to plan what
the University needs for the future.
In a rapidly changing world he tries to help the
University discern what changes truly strengthen Santa
Clara as a university and as a Christian community and
what changes weaken it. He works directly with the vice
presidents who are responsible for the educational program,
for the various student services, for the physical and
financial operation of the University, and for finding
outside support for the University. He explains university
policies to students, professors, administrators, alumni,
and friends. With their help he tries to develop
better policies.
Although structures and policies help the oper-
ation of the University, the President must find ways
of increasing the number of persons in the Univer-
sity who are enthusiastic about making Santa Clara
a better university and a better Christian Community.
Thomas D. Terry, S.J.
President

\.. blue-sky thinking../*
What do I do? Oftentimes, at the end of a day, I
really wonder! The work of all University administrators
(contrary to much popular belief) is simply to make
every effort to facilitate the all important work of
teaching and research.
When you reduce this to action, it means helping to
'make go' an enterprise which can only move forward in
proportion to the desire and effectiveness of all those
people involved in that enterprise. And so, people
problems absorb much of my time. The remainder is spent
trying to coordinate a wide variety of support services
to help various segments of the Santa Clara Community
'do their thing' - that is to discover, share and impart
wisdom.
Blue-sky thinking for our long range planning; concern
that Santa Clara projects an honest image to its publics;
keeping in touch with students and trying to relate their
needs to the goals of education; persuading a questioning
public that Santa Clara is worth supporting; these and
other duties comprise a potpourri of activities that makes
the days seem short.
William B. Perkins, S.J.
Executive Vice-President

\..a kick somewhere or other... "
Part of my job is to work with the Deans of the five
Schools and Colleges in general matters of curriculum and
academic budget. Another part - and the one to which I
give most of my time - could be called 'faculty and student
relations.'
People for whom the rest of the system is not working
right often come to me and we try to see if a kick some-
where or other will get the machinery going again. The
kick could come from a student, a faculty member, a depart
ment chairman, a dean or other administrator, or on
occasion from me.
James Albertson, S.J.
Academic Vice-President

J"...listening to the warm... "
I am the most minor of the vice presidents. The
only one who has been maintaining that his job should
be abolished. (They'll probably take me up on it.)
But maybe having no jurisdiction except over the
secretary or a Committee, one has no special territory to
defend, few axes to grind. University Relations are
indefinable. It could be shere all the other areas at
Santa Clara - academics, student welfare, finances and
development meet. Or where they don't meet, but should,
A unity being sundered is a problem.
So, standing free, I have tried as a member of the
Cabinet, this year to be an honest counsellor to the presi-
dent. The potential for this school is big. What's been
done here in ten years impresses me. But Santa Clara 'has
miles to go before it sleeps.' Day in and day out I keep
pondering priorities. How to determine them?and which
and why?
Eight years as president of Ganzaga in Spokane and
last year on the Campus of Utah State as a visiting pro-
fessor in philosophy plus just 'listening to the warm'
convinces me that change is the raging phenomenon. It's
not a question of whether, but what kind and how soon.
Santa Clara either adapts with resiliency and almost abandon
to this new headiness and moves to listening and shaping
and being heard or it suciimbs to the passion for security.
Then it could cease to be an effective force. It has not
been decided yet which.
The Christian university holds up in megalopolis
the luminous vision of what man can become. It nourishes
hope and helps faith beget the dreams men have always fed
upon. Often I feel that being on the way, the right way,
may be as important as getting there.
John Leary, S.J.
Vice-President for University Relations
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The ACCOUNTING ASSO-
CIATION provides senior
accounting majors an oppor-
tunity to assess a future in
accounting by becoming in-
volved vt/ith local and national
firms. This year, the associa-
tion became affiliated with
Alpha Beta Psi, a national
honor accounting society.
ALPHA SIGMA NU is a hon-
or fraternity composed of
students at Jesuit universities
and colleges who have distin-
guished themselves in scholar-
ship, service, and loyalty. The
Santa Clara chapter has been
most active in publishing the
teacher evaluation.
Using lectures and field trips,THE AMERICAN
CHEMI CAL SOCIETY
STUDENT AFFILIATES
tries to stimulate student in-
terest in the chemical field.
The organization also encour-
ages participation in student
research projects and
seminars.
The function of the
STUDENT CHAPTER OF
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS is to
encourage the development
of professional consciousness,
to afford an opportunity for
civil engineers to work to-
gether, and to provide friend-
ly contacts with the engineer-
ing profession. These aims are
accomplished by organizing
field trips and by sponsoring
speakers and films^
The Santa Clara student
section of the AMERICANSOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
is designed to increase
student engineers' under-
standing of the professional
engmeermg field. Members at-
tend tours and conferences
with professional engineers.
The aim of the FLYING
CLUB is to foster an interest
in private aviation. Activities
include a penny-a-pound air-
lift around the Santa Clara
Valley, a flying treasure hunt,
two fly-in picnics, and an
aircraft display during home-
coming. The club also offers a
ground school and reduced
rates for flying school.
The SCU ARCHERY TEAM
provides all men and women
interested in archery with an
opportunity to take lessons
and to compete on the col-
lege level, in local, sectional,
and national competition, in
both team and individual
events.
The CHARLIE GRAHAM
CLUB is a service organiza-
tion open to all sophomore,
junior, and senior male
students. Under the head of
Ted Cribari (Pres.), Dan
Albert) (V.P.), Dave Rauber
(Treas.). Frank Perichioti
(Sec), and Joe McCarthy
(Sgt. at Arms). The club
assists the A.S.U.S.C.the
athletic department, and the
Bronco Boosters in any
services requested of it.
PROJECT HUMAN RELA-
TIONS was founded by Bob
Rivas and Dale Sadler for thd
purpose of bringing under-
standing of different cultures
to campus. Phase one of the
project was an evening deal-
ing with Black culture while
phase two dealt with Chicano
culture. Both programs were
free and were held in Benson
Center.
The ASUSC OFFICERS for
1970-71 were: Dan Walker,
Student Body President; Bill
Orme , Executive Vice Pres-
ident; Jim Gaffney, Treas-
urer; Jim Lambert, Corres-
ponding Secretary; Matt
McCabe, Social Vice Presi-
dent; and Cathy Habing,
Recording Secretary.
The BL AC KSTONE
SOCIETY provides informa-
tion and counselling about
admission to and curriculum
in law schools. The club spon-
sors lectures by speakers who
discuss the study and practice
of law.
The BOWLING TEAM meets
every Wednesday morning to
practice on Benson Lanes. It
sponsors intercollegiate as
well as intramural competi-
tion.
CHEERLEADERS try to
keep audiences alive and ac-
tive during atheletic events.
Craig Borba, Bruce Mazzie,
Paige Cabral, Peter Bosco,
ancT Chip Kurzeka were this
year's cheerleaders.
The BRIDGE CLUB pro-
motes interest in playing
bridge, provides playing facil-
ities on campus, and presents
opportunities for interested
players to meet one another.


The CLAY M. GREENE
PLAYERS produced four
plays this year. In these plays
the Players filled all the tech-
nical and dramatic positions.
Members of the organization
have the advantage of work-
ing with several professional
artists, and the availability of
a Studio Theatre for indivi-
dual productions.
The A.S.U.S.C. ELECTION
COMMITTEE organizes and
conducts senate, class office,
homecoming queen, ammend-
ment, and special elections
for student government.
GAMMA PI EPSILON is the
National Jesuit Honor
Society for women. Member-
ship IS open to junior and
senioi women only and is
awarded on the basis of aca-
demic achievement and
contribution to the university
community.
The SANTA CLARA, the
official campus newspaper,
was published bi-weekly this
year and was headed by
editoi-in-chief Davis
Thompson.
The ENGINEERING
SOCIETY coordinates the ac-
tivities of the students of the
school of engineering and
spurs interest in the engineer-
ing professions. Primarily a
social organization, the soc-
iety sponsors picnics, snow
trips, and an annual banquet.
FRIENDS phone helps peo-
ple who are lonely, who need
assistance m finding legal oi
psychiatric help, or who just
want to talk for awhile by
providing a place for these
people to call. Members staff
telephones every evening
from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Sponsoring three film series,
one each quarter, and other
art events PHEONIX ASSO-
CIATION promotes interest
in the arts at the university.
Under the leadership of
Marlene Chiaramonte the
association stnved to keep
the arts alive at Santa Clara
this year.
Headed by Bill McLaughlin
and Bruce Decker, the
HOMECOMING COMMIT-
TEE organized the activities
fof the week preceding the
Homecoming football game.
LAMBDA SOCIETY is in
charge of the liturgy on
campus. Its members are
responsible foi finding music,
slides, new readings, and
innovations in the masses to
make them moie meaningful
to Santa Clara students.
KIDS ON CAMPUS is a vol-
unteer oiganization which
offers free day -care services
for the children of students,
faculty, and administrators.
This year's program was co-
ordinated by Rosemary Area.
KAPPA ZETA PHI is a group
of Santa Clara males organ-
ized to serve the university.
The organization provides
campus tours for elementary
school students, assists the
Homecoming Committee, and
helps to maintain a speaker's
bureau to inform the public
of the activities on campus.
The INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL AND ELECTRON
IC ENGINEERS STUDENT
BRANCH helps students to
assess a career m electrical
engineering. The Student
Branch holds lectures, discus-
sions, movies and field trips.
It also brings attention to
student achievement with a
national technical paper con-
test.
Ttte aim of theINTERNATIONAL
SUDENTS CLUB is to im-
prove understanding of
foreign cultures by bringing
together students of different
countries. Both foreign and
american students are invited
to join, become acquainted,
and take part in the many,
varied activities sponsored by
the l-Club.


The purpose of the GERMAN
CLUB is to help students
develop their' capacity in the
German language tjy pro-
viding occasions for hearing
and speaking German. The
club also seeks to expose stu-
dents to the culture of the
German-speaking peoples.
Patience, self-confidence, hu-
milrty, and self-knowledge are
the virtues of KARATE. Its
true value lies in its effect on
the training of the physical
abilities, and its meaning as a
spiritual discipline. In true
Karate, spiritual unity and
concentration are the most
essential elements.
The MARKETING CLUB
provides practical experience
for marketing majors. This
year the club researched the
marketing of a Ford pinto.
and used the results of the
survey to enter a project in a
scholarship cgntest. The MENDEL SOCIETY is
an organization for students
with interests in the biologi-
cal and medical sciences. It
sponsers guest speakers and
films on topics relating to the
life sciences. The society also
holds frequent social func-
tions.
For all who do not wish to
participate in freshmen or
varsity sports, Santa Clara
offers an INTRAMURAL
PROGRAM. This piogram
has gained momentum over
the past few years and as
many as sixty-five teams
participate in a single sport.
Those players v\4io have been
selected as *AH Stars' com-
pete in intercollegiate play in
championship garnes against
St. Maiy's and USF.
The REDWOOD is the stu-
dent annual publication. Its
mam function is to record the
faces, names, and events of
the year. It offers many stu-
dents the opportunity to
express their feelings about
the university experience in
wCitten or pictorial form.
The RED HAT BAND aims
to stimulate spirit at athletic
events. Along with providing
musical diversion, the RHB
entertains the crowd with its
antics.
The STUDENTS FOR DEM-
OCRATIC ACTION ts an
organization which strives to
educate the members of the
university community to-
wards a radicJil political
movement.
The SANTA CLARA COM-
MUNITY ACTION PRO-
GRAM is designed to famil-
iarize the Santa Clara student
with the problems of the
community and to aid the
community in alleviating
some of these problems. The
organization sponsers four-
teen programs, each with its
own director. Approximately
300 students are involved in
these programs.
The A.S.U.S.C. PUBLICITY
OFFICE is a student organ-
izatiorr that publicizes such
on-campus events as dances,
concerts, parties, and art
exhibits. The office also pro-
vides an inexpensive means
for students to publicize their
candidacy for elections.
The OWLis Santa Clara's liter-
ary publication. It accepts
articles of prose, poetry,
editorial and artistic content
from students at the univer-
sity. Whether the OWL is
published annually, semi-
annually or quarterly rs the
decision of the editor. This
year's editor, Tony Davis,
published once in May.
STUDENTS HELPING
OTHER PEOPLE (S.H.O.P.)
is a student owned nonprofit
organization corporation de-
signed to help the victims of
crime and social injustice. In
two years of existence,
S.H.O.P. has received nation-
wide recognition for its work,
including a commendation by
Senator Ralph Yarborough
and special mention by Presi-
dent Nixon in a report of
victims of crime.
Under the direction of Mr.
Lynn Shurtleff the UNIVER-
SITY CHORUS seeks to
increase the vocal skills of
interested students and to
provide classical and popular
entertamment to the Univer-
sity and surrounding com-
munity.
The SKI CLUB plans week-
end trips and holiday vaca-
tions in the snow for its two
hundred members.
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The purpose of FECH is to
increase the cultural aware-
ness and idenity of La Raza
peoples and to dispel
con temporary stereotypes
which perpetuate racism.
By sponsoring lectures, show-
ing films, and providing tutor-
ial services, the PHYSICS
SOCIETY attempts to make
physics more interesting for
students. The activities are
designed to interest non-
majors as well as majors in
physics.
The VARSITY RIFLE
TEAM, under the leadership
of Sargent Kendall Turner,
represents the university in
the Northern California Inter-
collegiate Rifle Conference.
TASK FORCE Is a totally
student-conceived and stu-
dent-run organization which
raises money for minority
student scholarships and tries
to examine and confront the
problems of racism, especially
as they are reflected at Santa
Clara.
The BLACK STUDENT
UNION attempts to unite
black students at Santa Clara
in order to increase their
psychological and cultural
awareness. The union aims to
realize a future dignity, self-
determination and liberation
of black people.
In its second year, the
SANTA CLARA RESEARCH
INSTITUTE educated its
membets in contemporary
issuses and informed the
University community of
these issues.
The WRESTLING CLUB pro-
motes the sport of wrestling
at Santa Clara. The club pro-
vides opportunities for
students to practice and con-
duct a tournament.
The DEADWOOD is a
student-published satirical
magazine which made its de-
but appearance in June of
1971. It was founded and
edited by Dick Minor. Whe-
ther or not it will return
remains to be seen.
Sponsoring intercollegiate
competition in volleyball,
basketball, tennis and sv^im-
ming, and intramural compe-
tition in football, the WO-
MEN'S RECREATION AS-
SOCIATION provides women
with athletic recreational act-
ivities. The club also performs
services such as ushermg at
football games and provides
lessons in self-defense, lifesav-
ing, bridge, yoga, horseback
p iding and fencing.
PI MU EPSILON strives to
promote scholarship, espe-
cially in the field of math-
ematics. Membership is open
to those faculty in the field
of math, and sophomores, ju-
niors, and seniors with high
scholastic averages in math.
The SOCIETY OF UNITED
DAY STUDENTS provides
off -campus students with
imf ormation on campus
activities. It sponsors many
social functions and educa-
tional programs.
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JUNIORS .keith Adams
frederick Ahbollin karen Aid
sleven Allan alan Alves
barbara Anderson gary
Anderson richard Andrews
dolores Apton ..david Arata
rosemary Area william
Archibald james Alias thomas
Au Sandra Augustine sus<m
Banducci margarel Bannan
raymond Barajas ...^tnn
Bar bier I kenfieth Barnes
'^ i-nneth BdHaglia william
b.iUaglia william Ba2inett
robert Beaudoin joann Becker
gail Bennett don Beresini
SOPHOMORES Jamie Adams
therese Aherne gary Ahrens
louise Aiello harry Albersjulie
Albrecht janet Aldrtch John
Allen noel Allen ..jane
Anastasi jed Anderson john
Anderson russell Anderson
james Andrews scott Apel
Christopher Arata michele
Arbios ronald Ardtzzone
...bert Arico ivana Artukovich
james Auffenberg daryl Auten
Charles Babiarz daria Bailey
ral ph Ba iley yolanda
Baldovinos michael Barrett
JUNIORS .george Berrettoni
John Bettencourt jerome
Bigotti laura Binkowski
Christine Bjorklund pairicia
Black Patrick Bolger ann
Bolton John Bonnici ..craig
Borba carol Bosch mary Boyle
michele Boyle michael
B r ckway Sydney Brown
thomas Brown burton
Brownell michele Bruneau
...mary Bullene angela Bunting
ann Burke brian Burke susan
Bush kevin Byrne madetine
Calabrese daniel Calcagno
connle Calhoun
SOPHOMORES .nancy Barrett
mary Bates thomas Battle leo
Bauer Janice Bazzani kevin
Bedolla deborah Berry elena
Berto mary Besel ..tajbibi
Billawala Joseph Billion glenn
Bjorkquist charles Black james
Black waiter Blackford
lawrence Bogner Stephen
Bolduc matthew Bonaccorso
...james Bondi margaret
Bongiorno cynthia Borken-
hagen william Borzone william
Bosque paul Bossenmaier
Cheryl Boynton daniel Boz
paulette Bradley
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JUNIORS ,ron.ild Cdii patnelu
Campisi james Canning rory
Cantando barbara Carroll Wil-
liam Carttnill ruddy Cascialo
brian Cass mlchael Cassanego
..Shirley Castillo james
Calalano gerald Caterina david
Cavaynaro julienne Chaillaux
Stephanie Chess paul
Chesterman marsha Cheung
Stephen Chipp ...jane Christy
andrew Chu Joseph Cirone
Jeffrey Clark mary Clarkin
Christine Clegg mary Cobb
susan Coleman robert Collins
SOPHOMORES .irmgard
Brenncke kevin Briggs david
Brilton carl Brodt cathyrn
Brooks dean Brosche barry
Brown carol Brown lucia
Broyles ..williaFTi Brusher
andrea Bryan bonnie Budros
mary Budrow antone Bulich
rick Burdick thomas Burke
roberi Burson Joyce Buis ...
kaihleen Byrnes lorretta
Cabacungan irene Cappelloni
mark Cardoso mary Carlisle
patricia Carreno jerry Carter
elaine Casey jose Castillo
....henry Caiala philip
Caiolano erlinda Caudillo
robert Cavallero anthony
Cafalu alfonso Cevola david
Chang donald Chesterman
frederick Chew
JUNIORS .richard Connors
roger Consorii richard Contro
teresa Cousins randall Creech
Jeffrey Crosby Christina Crum
karen Cuccias jane Cusenza
..Pamela Dadant Virginia
Oaoust Philip DeBack Stephen
DeMaestri diane DeSantis
peter Deck james Dek ker
ruben Delgado theresa
Detchemendy ...John
DiVitiorio juana Dolim etieen
Donovan jarties Donovan
daniel Dorsa george Eadington
rnichae! Eggers kathryn Elms
Jeanne English a iiii^
SOPHOMORES .marlene
Chiaramonle Joanne Chiesa
ben Chin david Christenson
james Cipolla earl Clampelt
james Cleeves gerald Clifford
julianne Clinnin ..John Cocke
Curtis Coleman victor Colunga
james Colyar margaret Conlon
paul Cunrado cathleen Costa
michael Costello kathryn
Colariu ...Christine Craig
barbara Crescenti anthony
Crisafi karen Crowley marilyn
Cullen John Czuleger Itnda
Daley maureen Daley
frederick Dalzell
JUNIORS .connie Esparza
nancy Fahrner John Fanucchi
francis Fenton james Ferrigan
robert FeU nnichael Flamingo
etdine Fjenup dana Filippi
..pauline Florence kalherine
Foley manuel Fong annlouise
Ford rnichael Franklin celeste
Fritchle gil Gallagher thomas
Gallo elaine Garavaglia ...mary
Garcia rosa Garcia marguerite
Gavin daniel Gelineau Stephen
George John Germano edward
Gibbs roman Gilluly patricia
Gilmore
\>^M
."ikdi^
SOPHOMORES
ihomos
DeRose
richard
Del fine)
anthony
DiMarzo
.ruth Diivis
De Natale dunise
denise DelBucchia
Delaware david
louiso Dupaoli
Dibenodoito susan
..).)mos Diogins
Jeffrey Dillon doniild DitullJo
maureon Dooluy patricia
Douthwaito williatn Dow anri
Dowdio david Dowoll mary
Drew ...diano Druding michaol
Duggan richard Durandomary
Durnoy Stephanie Eaton p»iul
Ehresmiin donald E hrh.ir t
Catherine Eichinger frank
Ennes
JUNKIRS .robert Gioviicchini
injch.iel Gir,ird richard
Goeiluits lucille Gome/ nvirco
G(in/dle/ inichiiel GoDdricli
|(ihn Goscitii niichael Cir.ibill
rniuhnoi Gr.idy ..h.irh.ir.i
Gr.Hiieri tjrenorv Gr.iy iHsortit?
GfKHley ()lenn Grilfilh rich.ird
Grilloul Philip Gfossu b.irbar.i
Htins k.ithleen H.ibinti cheryl
Htilior ...d.ivid H.miilUHi p^iul.i
H.HiUiy sleplmti ll.uisul t:,irl
H.insoii j.Hiies Harti r.ithluun
Htirris lind.i H.irris riijchaul
Hnrrison richard Hjucihoy
SOPHOMORES .William Erdei
miren Erquiaga Christine
bscobar linda Espar/a edwin
Estrada thomas Evan francis
Fabian micheal Falasco kevin
Fallon ..Christine Fama daniel
Faria Joanna Favaro Stephen
Felling Stephen Fernandez
toni Filice torn Filiio robert
Finocchio John Fiore
thomas Fish russell Fisichella
donna Fitzpatrick lawrence
Flagg denise Flaherty John
F lanagan james Fleming
micheal Fleming dorothy
Fletcher
JUNIORS timothy Hayes bar-
bara Heinrich Steve Hellenthal
mark Henesian adrian
Heryford victor Hester james
Honig gerold Hooker james
Hopkins .Jeanne Huber nancy
Hubner gregory Hughes John
Hughes Chester Hutchinson
peter Hutthnger robert Hulton
marcid tngraham richard Isaac-
son ...thomas Isaacson ken-
nelh James linell Janowicz
nancy Johns Charles Justus
Catherine Karcher michael
K earns lawrence Keeno
nicholas Keitges
SOPHOMORES Judy Fletcher
mandy Fletcher steven Flint
Joseph Flores dennis Flynn
jack Folchi michael Foley
therese Foley jaime Ford
..Christine Forde gregory Fox
john Fox John Francis corrine
Frascalaura Fritz majorie Fru-
^en don Fujito karen Gal-
lagher ...Patrick Gallagher
maria Gallegos janet Gamache
tod Gamlen eunice Ganteaume
carol Gani Judith Garay marco
Garcia socorro Garcia ...Chris-
topher Gatt Patricia Gavin na-
dine Geannacopulos kathleen
Gerrity randall Gibson robert
Gilardoni maureen Gilbert
gordon Gill russell Gilt
Ae
£^ ^^ JUNIORS .Charles Kellerwaiter Keller kalhleen Kellykevin Ketly ihomas Kellymichael Kennedy arthur Kirts
gregory Kolb eric Kolhede
..michael Kourafas nancy
Kramer sheila Kraus jerry
Krause John Krause norman
Kushiyama bruce Labadie
jamas Lambert lynne Laney
...Steven Lapham henri
Larabell richard Larson mary
Latimer kathleen Lautze
margaret Lautze susan Lautze
Ihomas Leahy kendall Lee
SOPHOMORES .daniel Gil-
mour david Glover eric
Golangco barbara Goldstein
david Goodman andralea
Goscila richard Goudy garrett
Gould Julie Graves .John
Green kerry Greene david
Greiner kathleen Griffin
Joseph Grimm patricia Grimm
edmund Grondlne michael
Guarino bernard Guglielmo
...kathrine Gunkel edward
Gutteling richard Hagan henry
Hall kathleen Haltiner larry
Hamlin agnes Hanlon Steven
Hannegan rowena Hardin
JUNIORS .kevin Lenzen ann
Lightbody anna Likos paul
Lilly dlison Little kurt Lohrke
Charles Lohse mary Long carol
Lopez ..antliony Lucas |ohn
Lucini nancy Lueder Judith
Lyding peter Lyons regina
Mahan rosallnd Matda
kathleen Marcel ihonuis
Maricle ...jim Masters patricia
Maughan linda McAlisler mary
McAllister diane McCarthy
Stephen McCullagh robert
McGuiness julie McKemy
andrew McLaughlin
^i^M^h
SOPHOMORES .thomas
Hardison paul Harrigan
eirzabeth Harrison mary
Harrison dennis Harter John
Hawkins diane Haworth james
Healey peter Healey ..thomas
Heaton wendy Hebern laura
Hedges mariellen Hemphill
peter Heninger barbara
Henshaw charles Hess julia
Hildinger paul Hillenbrand
...tomio Hirukawa gregory
Hoerner laura Hofmeister
Christine Holm glenn Holsclaw
ester Hooper gary Hori charles
Horkan dwight Horning
kJfih
JUNIORS .wtlliani
McLaughlin ann McLouijhlin
cTiary McMonus richarti
McMillon gjrry McNdlly tTuiry
McNally mary McPetik sljnl«y
Medley anne Meihaus ..chris
topher Melahn williafn Miles
aneta Miller palrick Monaghan
rnichael Moore marshdll Moran
molly Moran teresa Morrow
Christopher Moudry ...timothy
Muller Janet Murphy (rancis
Nageotte roy Nelson paul
Nettesheim martina Nicholson
terren Niedrauer grace Nola
Catherine Nulty
SOPHOMORES .brian
Horrigan patricia Houts jarnes
Ruber shelia Hunter thornas
Hutchinson david Jackson
Patrick Jameson hubert Jansen
mary Jnuch ..michael Johnsoti
reynolds Johnson karen
Jorgonson deborah Joseph
barbara Kane michael Kane
thoiivis Kane paulina Kao
thomas Kearney ...michael
Keaveny kathyrn Keonan
lames Kelly jean Kent jim
Keogh kimberly Kershner John
Kitta mary Klinge james
Knecht
JUNIORS .|.itiH(s O'M.iIlv
mich.ie! O'Niiil Utiiiid
O'Rourke jutjith CJhtJrh.iusnn
i!Uirv Oliva ciirol Orl.mdo
Christopher Publo John Pnt]nni
dnvid Pa()tmini ..h<irb.ir.i P;i()Bt
rotidkJ P.inn stophon P.ivliim
f n i L- h .10 1 Pe n i c k tlouiil«is
Perasso james Pero/ loan
Pesavento rnary Peters losuph
Ponus on ...dianu Petiorti
theresa Pfeilfor edward
Ponrjonis linda Powell janms
Pfovidtjn/a Christine Oullici
k.ilhloen Ranno carl Rotollo
charlus Rausch
SOPHOMORES .Sharon
Kniffin david Kober itiadeline
Koch ihomas Koch niichael
Kohl darlene Krainik dare
Krebsbach deiinis Krohn John
Kuqler ..warren Kunirnoto
mary Kuykendall teresa
LaBarbera joan Laforest
ronald Laqotriarsino stephan
Lamb Stephen Lanctot peter
Landini eric Lane ...eve
Larimer fred(;rick Lavaroni
Stephen LavaronI nicolelte
LeSage brendan Leary
timothy Leary rnichael Lee
mary Leillern wilfred Lemann
JUNIORS .Mnda Rawson laura
Rechenmacher peter Reck
ernest Reed ralph Regatado
martin Regalia barry Reynolds
jill Richter janet Rinauro
..jafines Ringstad guy Roach
philip Roby peter Rock ed-
ward Rockdale James Rogers
carol Roney Mnda Rossi
richard Rossi ...vie Rossi James
Rowe kathleen Ryan timothy
Ryan derry Sadler charles
Saillant david Samuetson arely
Sanchez diana Sanchez
SOPHOMORES .marion Leon
diane Leone leslie Leonettt
Patrick Leong thomas
Lewellyn carolyn Lewis kent
Lewis Catherine Lieb robert
Litsctil ..martin Loftus susan
LondArville michael London
camille Loper ricardo Lopez
kathleen Lowe James
Lubischer Catherine Lundy
ann Mac Donald ...gerald
Mackey Joseph Mackey naoko
Maeda anthony Maiorca mary
Manewal gretchen Mankamyer
margaret Manning melinda
Manthey dominie Marcelli
...judy Marchbanks jean
Mariani michael Maring fred
Markham colin Martin barbara
Martini dan Masdeo jose Mata
ann Mathews
I^mM
JUNIORS .Philip Sonfilippo
rondid Sani fred Saniana
denise Santi cucalon Santos
daniel Sapone kenneth Savino
mark Sayer regina Scalmanini
..ellen Scarr Christine Schrmick
cynthia Schneider Stephen
Schneider John Schroeder
peggy Schwander danie) Selmi
mary Shadish kathleen
Sherman ...jane Sidenfaden
d o n a I d S laughter sharon
Sleavin francene Smith Sydney
Smith timothy Smith maureen
Striyth paul Scares martin
Spring
SOPHOMORES .anthony
McCarthy kevin McCarthy
Steven McCauley mary
McClaren Catherine McCue
]ohn McDonnell kim McEuen
thomas McGowan ..patricia
Mclntyre james McKenna
motly McKinley anne
McLaughlin terrance
Meersman Christopher Mei
james Melehan Mnda Mello
John Menard ...John Mendoza
karen Mertens Steven Miller
michael Milton Christine Minor
elaine Mitchell michael
Mitchell terrence Mitchell
diane Moholy
JUNIORS .Judith Springer
michael Sproviero John Stack
Kathleen Stark ernest Stehula
marilyn Sielzner mark
Stevinson sandra Stewart
Carolina Sturgeon . james Taft
denise Taylor anthony
Tebbutt paul Teeter kenneth
Tepe oscar Terra/as Stephanie
Terril carol Tezak kathleen
Tobin ...richard Toqhey carol
Torta denise Traficanto Steven
Tram/ alfred Trigueiro richard
Troedson alicia Turner peter
Turner michele Ungaro ^kk
SOPHOMORES maryellen
Mnlnar karen Monela
frederick Monson robert
Moore ihomas Moore mjchael
Miiorhead Christine Moran
J. lines Moran palricia Moran
.Joseph Morelli brougham
Morris charles Morrissey scott
Morse tnichaet Muul palrlce
Mullen jamos Munley kathryn
Munro brian Murphy
...fiiaureen Murphy wtliiam
Mufphy barhara Murray
rhristopher Nagel laurie
N.ihser sarnuel Naumes gail
Nelsun rodney Nelson william
Nelson
(ft /^ o.
JUNIORS
.daniel Unrein
timothy Vatuone ben VeQu
Paul Ventura kathleen Viery
John Wjgstaffe
..thomas W.)|l
neil Watson earl Werner
maureen Wesley gail Willis
Carolyn Woytus ...doug Wozny
pat r icia Wright Stephanie
Yarak lynn Yates gregory
Young donald Zacharias
SOPHOMORES .Philip Nori
kdthlenn Nilles sherryl
Ninman anihony Ntsich oscar
Noriega androa Nurre matthew
O'Brien thomas O'Brien tim-
othy O'Brien ..marjn O'Dea
jane O'Green elzie Odom terry
Oldatu) carln OLivet kathleen
Orlob roberi Ortalda thomas
Pagano wendy Parriott
..
James
Parrlsh niarilou Parsons daniel
Passalacqua greg Patricio
nancy Patterson william Pefley
richard Ponniman everesi
Pepper manuel Peredia
i^^
SOPHOMORES .george
Pereira pamela Perlenda John
Perrotl xavier Perry donald
Pelers ronald Petrinovich
bruce Pisoni Stephen Pit/er
rita Piziali ..{eanne Podesta
Joanne Polverino sam
Polverino mark Po?nanovich
dolores PratI shauna Protjl
Patricia Quigg ester Quilici
kenneth Radigan ...Steven
Radigan llnda Raefield
mrcheal Ramos cinde Rama;!!
Ihomas Randa//o eric
Rasrnussen rnichcil Reardon
John Reddetl roberl Reeks
t£
FRESHMEN .neal Abreu
Joseph Alcantara alane
Alchcjrn Javier Alrna/an david
Alvarado jlejuntlro Alvartv
christen Artiibrust rafnona
Armenia cathleen Armstrong
..James Baker bridge! Barbara
allyn Barrnan peter Barr James
Battaglieri barbara Beard
barbara Beck ann Becker
maryaret Beemer ...randall
Billups diane Blair carolyn
Blume rebecca Boehmer
waiter Boeninyer Christopher
Bomba scoll BonfigMo Stephen
Borkenhagen daniel Bosque
SOPHOMORES .|ohn Reiser
deburdh Reynolds carl
Riccoboni (rank Riccoboni
jane Richter theresa RigaM
Christine Robertson elj^abeth
Robinson edwardo Rocha
..michae! Rocha ramon
Rodri()ue/ notary Roensch anne
Roeth thomas Rogers eluid
Romero pel«r Roniwall nancy
Ronco kevin Rooney
...Christine Rossi henry Roux
claire Rudolf redmond
Rudolph gregory Ruebusch
John Ruet/ Christine Rugaard
anthuny Ruinore alexander
Runciman
Mjkm
I R L SHML N .burbara Boy lu
diannu Brady ronald Brock
ruth Broeski kathlyne Biirgan
car(}l Burke brian Bullerfield
patricifi Hyall jancl Calcatterrti
..t|len C.irii[)agn,i ihotnas Carey
luri Carlson anlhony Casper
ttiike Castanos tiiary Chalmers
will I. nil Chambers k ay
Ch.irlcton karen Christenstifi
...kathryn Coleman Christina
Conrad stephanio Cooper
LCi.ilia Coronel jaines Coyle
laurel Creede gregory Cululi
aruiL' Dallman kathleen Daly
SOPHOMORES .lesley Ruso
John Rychty dean Ryland
hatnid Sajj.idi carole Sanchez
louis Sanchez victoria Satake
susan Scanlin Stephen Schmid
..paul Schmuck joann
Schneider barbara Schulman
karen Schwinger laura Scotlan
ellen Scudder elaine Seitz
Patrick Sennello mary
Seyferth ...karen Shafer
cynthia Shank dare Sherman
Steven Shiraki patrick Shorlle
jannes Shurter paut Sidenbtad
clarence Silva Steven Silvagni
fRESHMEN .jean Danielson
Patrick DeBenedetti John
DeCarlo albert DeNu//io
brent DeWitt janies Decker
niaureen Deinpsey Christopher
Dier daniel Dietsch ..Joseph
Doetsch gretchen Druding
mary Duff patricia Dunn frank
Dunnigan rosanne Dunniqan
)ohn Duyn david Du^mal
rnichael Earleu ...chrlslina
Eli/atde anita Enander william
Lverharl eli:<;abelh Eyier marie
Eagqiano Iheresa Eahey karen
Fairchild david Farna Steve
farasyn
SOPHOMORES .kim Silveira
Patricia Silverthorn michael
Sixtus joan Skopec ann
Slattery Joseph Small peter
Smiderle bonnie Smith mar-
garel Smith ..rebecca Smith
andrew Soule bruce Sousa
marilyn Sponza susan Springer
laurie Steel michael Steinback
michael Stephens mary Stivala
...andrew Stuber corliss Suen
John Sulhvan kristie Surber
melanie Sweeney george Sweet
cralg Swenson danlel Swint
teresa Tarantino
FRESHMEN .michael Fay
donna Feci kim Fecker linda
Ferrari John Frgoski ernest
Filice rnary Fitzsimrnons
thomas Fletcher steven Flint
..michael Flynn raymond Fotjo
helen Foley Joanna Fonseca
jane Fravel vivian Frelix Wil-
liam Frey mary Frigon stan
Fujishin ...marilyn Fukashrma
robert Galantine roberto
Garcia daniel Garland steven
Gaudenzi carol George paul
Giacomelli dante Giannini
margaret Golden
SOPHOMORES .Christine
Terry Steven Thurman david
Tobkin rnontgoniery Toscano
bruce Trela yotanda Trevino
joan Tripiett kristin Trobough
peter Trutanich ..robert Tupa
Stephen Tyllesen marcella
Ungaro edward Vargas brenda
Viehweger charles Viso jeff
Vitucci Charles Walker deb-
orah Walters ...timothy Ward
dennis Warde waiter Weber
elizabeth Wehner ross Weir
donald Wenig jarnes Whelan
jatnes White kevin White
TRESHMEN .joe Gonzalez
fnaureen Goulding pamela
Greenbach williarn Grot/ingor
naihalia Gulloy bernadoUe
Haduck barbara Hagedorn
sh.innon Haire julie Haley
.
ann Hally linda Hamlin
Charles Harris kevin Hassing
helene HaustTum tnaureon
Hayes patrlck Heaton patricia
Hhss jotm Hick (nan ...carol
Hogan way no Hopp philip
Horrigan nancy Hubbell
charles Huff kenneth Hughes
r.Hulolph Hull liiurie Hunter
(idfiuifuf Hurlbutt
SOPHOMORES .mary Wick-
man calhrine Wilcox bryan
Willard anthony Williams
James Williams julianne Wil-
liams mary Williams pamela
Will iams gretchen Wilson
..robert Wilson ihomas
Wogatske paulette Wood
michael Woulfe saxon Wraith
earl Yagi lynn Ya2zolino
yvonne Yen elena Ylundain
...dale Yoshihara Julie Zanolio
chrisrine Ziegler gary Zilaff
Catherine Zimmer mary Zim-
mer ronald Zipse bryan Zoller
david Zorn
FRESHMEN .eugene Hurtig
paul llacqua janet Jefferson
robin Justo martha Kainbe
an.jdel Kawas kevin Keane
rosefnary Kearney karen
Keenan ..james Kelly )ohn
Kelly richard Kennedy
Christopher Kinsel andrew
Klatt thomas Knappenberger
patrice Koda Stephen Kopp
kerry Krebsbach ...mary
Krebsbach andrew Kryder
cathrine Kuchera rn;jrt)<jrHl
Kur^eka gerard LaForgia dixie
LaGrande charlotte Lan) luri
Lancaster robert Lassalle
FRESHMEN .frederick
Leonard mark Leonardini
daciitil Liefftjreen pauline
Lilidn lynn Linkenheirtier
bridn Long edward Loss
ihotnas Lucas dale MacDonald
..John MacDougall margaret
Maclver inichael MacLellan
mary Mainenti Jeffrey
Matkasian williatn Manley
richard Marscliall douglas
Marstall jean Martin ...luis
Martinet anne Marwin wiHiarTi
Masters nona Ma2^o katlileen
McAndrews linda McAtee
timothy McBreen james
McCaugfiey maureen McCourt
FRESHMEN .brian McDonald
hilda McDonald joann
McDonald mary McEwan
katlierine McGuire williarri
Mclnerney dawn McNiece
kenneth Mello anne Menniny
..james Meyer michael Meyer
nary Miller sidney Modiste
michael Mollo william Mont-
gomery susan Moore michael
Morgan Stephen Morgan ...scot
Morton mark Moy Janice
Mo/irka carl Mullen elizabeth
Munro daniel Murphy james
Mur|)hy terence Murphy
michael Murrell ....gayle Nel-
son francis O'Connor thomas
O'Day nancy O'Drain james
O'Hanlon margaret O'Hara
wendy Okamoto francis Oliva
louise Oliva
fiff
FRESHMEN Jerome Reedy
ch ristopher Regalia travis
Reneau thomas Renville
Patrick Rexroad roargaret
Rhine Christina Robinson
mary Rockdale jeanine
Rodgers ..emil Rodolfa peggy
Rogers teresa Roman james
Romey Christine Rood edwin
Rosenblatt pauline Rossetti
mary Roth patriae Rousseau
...dennis Ruffer joanni
Sabatino Christina Sanfilippo
randolph Santo david
Sarnowsk i christian Schirm
Pamela Schmidt lucy
Schneider dick Schouten
....donna Schroyer david Scott
nicholas Scully carol Scurria
mary Sealy bruce Seminoff
robert Sepe percy Serrano
patricia shea
FRESHMEN .kathleen Orr
george Osgood Joseph Otahal
richard Palmer Jacques Paluy
linda Pasca Stephen Paticio
mark Pedemont dennis
Pedisich ..carl Pellegrini rich-
ard Petleriti thoinas Pennelto
riley Peters janet Petty james
Pianetta lynn Pierotti gerald
Piro douglas Polgar ...craiy
Prim richard Pringle anne
Quartararo thomas Quinlan
michael Radford pamela
Radovich henry Ramirez bren-
dan Raney Catherine Rebello
FRESHMEN .robort Shepard
dennis Shrieve dave Silv.i
jumes SifTiunovich sliinley
Smiley barb.ira Smith niiirie
Snodgrass richard Solano rob-
ert Slempel ..lisa Stevens
maureen Strohm ihonias Suhr
susan Sullivan eric Tandy
gerard Tassone darcy Taylor
rebec ca Teague patricia
Tedesco ...kathy Teichgraeber
ola Tenner alexander Thotnas
gretchen ThometJ william
Thorne greg Tognoli paul Torn
nancy Tomjack mary
Tompkins
FRE.SHMEN .linda Trevino
terry Trucco naomi Tuite
kevin Tully harry Tumanjan
laura Ulloa jeff VanBrunt rita
VanWager^en deborah Vicas
..kathteen VonDerAhe
kimberly Wader william
Wagner John Wallace dana
Walsh kathleen Weinhermer
diana Welbanks paul Wellnit/
carole Wells ...vincent West
beth Weitergreen regina White
rosemary Willianns james
Wilson karl Winkelman david
Wong bruce Zissler trances
Zorn ....olga Amaya margaret
Camarena margherita Dan
madonna Kretz jane
Wiegenstein viellen Wilson


Paul Bacosa Studio Photography
Serving Santa Clara County Since 1929
pustom Portraits
Weddings
School Photography
Commercial
Legal
Custom Framing
Old Photographs (Copied and Restored)
Passports & ID's 2 Hour Service
2235 The Alameda Santa Clara
Ample Free Parking 296-1016
Photography by Paul Bacosa
m
Bank America Corporation Santa Clara Californ la
Bank of America Main Branch 1313 Franklin Street
Bank of America El Camino Kiely Branch 2670 El Camino Real
University Electric
139! Franklin Street
Radios Stereo TV Appliances
Telephone 244 6500
Shaw Insulation Co.
935 Richard Avenue
Santa Clara
Sound Insulation
Graham Hall
"We'll keep things quiet in the Quad'
Dale Johnson Travel Service
3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, California
Air Sea Land
No Service Charge at Any Time
Telephone 248 6686
Congratulations to the Class of 1971 from
T(?AHVX
,
70
OWENS /CORNING
FIBERGLAS
Race Street Poultry
Fresh Killed
All our Poultry is dressed on Premises
Barsanti & Riparbelli •- Owners
Plenty of Free Parking
Retail and Wholesale
Fryers - Roasters Turkeys - Rabbits
Specializing in Large Orders for Picnics, Banquets, etc,
Our Three Locations to serve you are
Race Street Fish and Poultry Market
253 Race St.
294-4856
Los Altos Poultry and Fish
San Antonio Rd. and El Camino Real
9487497
Sunnyvale Fish and Poultry
584 S. Murphy Avenue
736-3290
W.J. Nicholson Company
1600 Norman Avenue
Santa Clara, California
Construction
Management
Consulting
Telephone 241-3211
Compliments of
Louis Pasquinelli
Edward A. Panelli
Robert Pasquinelli
Roberts Typewriter Company
57 South 4th Street
San Jose, California
Telephone 294-1215
I
t: ft ^f^
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TEXT
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Ifl
Compliments of:
Bayshore Paper Company
Gold Lance School Rings
Melvin Sosnick Comoanv, tobacco & Candy, Whitehall Pipes
A Sure Sign of Expert Processing
^B^aora iftc7
Ryan's Sport Shop
167 North Bascom
San Jose, California
Everything for Every Sport
Telephone 294-3655
Galli Produce
2163 Palm Avenue
Jerry Pieracci
TP45 WILSON AVENUeiSAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA A (408) 292-27S7
TUCKER
Berkeley Farms
Gold Medal Winner
Home Owned
Since 1910
For quality Service
and quality Products
Telephone 243-3997
Ask your Independent Grocer
for Berkeley Farms Milk
Elmo Pardini General Contractor
371-C McGlincey Lane Campbell California
Facciola Meats Wholesale Jobbers
Purveyors of Fine Meats, Poultry and Provisions
961 Charleston Road
Palo Alto, California
San Jose 293 2282
San Mateo 342-2287
Palo Alto 321-3642
Santa Cruz 426-5678
San Francisco 981-2240
R.H. Wehner Concrete Construction Co
Concrete Sawing
Subdivisions: Curbs, Gutters, Sidewalks
R.H. Wehner Jr.(Pres.)
390 Martin Avenue Santa Clara
Telephone 244 6600
Heap Big Sleep Santa Clara Motelodge
1655 Ei Camino Real Santa Clara
72 Ultra Modern Units
Color Television & Radio
Dial Telephones
Complimentary Coffee
Air Conditioning
Large Swimming Pool
Telephone 244 8311
Pat Ryan's Liquors
Santa Clara, California
Open Daily 10 to 10
Sundays 10:30 to 9
2565 The Alameda
Compliments of
Leo W. Ruth, Jr.
E. Jackson Going, Jr
W.H. Bender
Harry N. Lalor
Steaks Lobster Spirits
2655 El Camino Real Santa Clara
Telephone (415) 296-1224
Santa Clara Students' Home Away from Home
Compliments of
Wehner Insurance Agency
2175 The Alameda
San Jose, California
Telephone 241-4100
Harold Wehner
Robert C. Wehner '49
Compliments of
Reed and Graham, Inc.
Road Oils and Asphalts - Hot and Cold Plant
690 Sunol Street 298-5223
San Jose California
lixes
Gerry Graham Class of '42
Swagerty Chevron Station
3205 The Alameda & Franklin
Santa Clara, California
Complete One Stop Service
Telephone 244-4912
Mission City Lumber Company
651 Harrison Street
Sanfa Clara, California
Telephone 2960650
Mohawk Packing Company
1660 Bayshore Hiway
San Jose, California
All Beef Products
Telephone 297-3800
Central Liquors
59 Washington Street
Santa Clara, California
Drugs Liquors Sundries
William Vasconcellos
Telephone 293-3864
Realtors Insurers
COOPER
CHALLEN
Since
1S85 Iv^^JX^J 5 '''"^ ^^''"'^^
Jack Mieuli, Jr. and staff
Class of '37
Flowers Gifts Artware for every occasion
The University of Santa Clara Alumni Association
extends its congj-atulations to the class of 1971
and cordially welcomes them into the comradeship
of their fellow alumni.
We also wish each one of you success in your
chosen career.
San Jose
2nd and San Fernando
Willow Glen
730 Willow Street
Santa Clara
2205 The Alanneda
Los Gatos
112 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Also: 150 South Montgomery Street, San Jose
"In the Flower Growers Market"
Grossman's Office Equipment
842 South First Street
San Jose, California
Telephone 292-2627
Marvel Cleaners
University Shopping Center
Alameda at Park
10% Discount with Student Body Cards
Lima Salmon Erickson Funeral Directors
710 Willows Street
San Jose, California
Mariani's Motel
Restaurant and Lounge
125 Luxurious Rooms, Swimming Pool, Conference Room
Superb Food and Drink
Color TV
Facilities for Luncheons, Banquets, Receptions
2500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
Telephone 2431431
Roma Bakery Company
655 Almaden Avenue
San Jose, California
Santa Clara Sport Shop
1485 Franklin
The House of Sportsmen
Franchized Wilson Dealer
Mike Kerley
Telephone 296 2820
Congratulations from the Bank that delivers
Wells Fargo Bank
a».S "
Offices:
nil Washington St., Santa Clara
2792 Homestead Rd., Santa Clara
2120 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
65 North Winchester, Santa Clara
Compliments of
Packing Co., Inc. Growers, Packors, Shippers
1095 Hillsdale Avenue
San Jose, California
Telephone 269-1275 Code Cal Pak Cable Address Val View
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Our faces are different,
our newness is unique,
at Santa Clar^the black
student is.
At times we're unwanted,
at times we're used, yet
our frustrations must be
overshadowed for our
struggle is universal.
Our purpose here is edu-
cation. We realize edu-
cation of black youth is
necessary for black sur-
vival as well as for any
possibilities of a remedy
to the oppression of our
people. Santa Clara is
part of this education,
it can give us what it
takes to reinstate black
people into their rrght-
ful place in society.
Education is a process
by which you obtain know-
ledge and ability. Every
college experience is
part of this learning
process. The education
we are able to gain at
Santa Clara combined
with the knowledge and
skills we already pos-
sess are steppingstones
to freedom and liber-
ation of all black people.

"THE WAIT SEEMS LONG, AND THE DISTANCE IS FAR,
BUT NOTHING WORTHWHILE IS ACHIEVED IN A DAY.


so ALSO SHALL OUR CONDITIONS OF OPPRESSION AND WRONG
CHANGE INTO LIBERTY ANDJUSTICE." MARCUS GARVEY
wt«l|
''Br ! .Tl 4

EL FRENTE
ESTUDIANTIL
CHICANO
The Barrio
cmcAfJn o.ny
^tR,p^ ,^^"<»^^ /VJ^
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El Frente is Chicano. From East San Jose, Los Angeles, Arizona, Texas,
and throughout Aztlan (occupied Mexico) we've gathered; and though
these cities and states are many, our home is one: EL BARRIO
I am that piece of land "la cuidad" is trying to hide,
I house "gente" to whom the American dream has lied,
in my corners stand youth "morena" with no future,
on "callejon" walls graffiti find their nomenclature.
Abelardo
The Campus
This was northern Mexico, where the sun rose
with hideous vengefulness each day, allowing
only the martyred cactusand low brush to survive.
Vasquez
La Raza has felt this same struggle for survival. El
Frente feels a similar pressure at Santa Clara Univer-
sity's campus; it is the pressure of culture conflict,
majority over minority, white over Chicano; racism.
Culture shock is the experience of disorientation and
frustration that occurs when an individual finds himself
among people who do not share his fundamental premises,
Et Frente members spend weeks facilitating a Minority
Orientation Program for incoming minority freshmen in
an effort to minimize the impact of "anglo stares"
and a totally alien middle-class life style.
El Frente counselors discuss with these freshmen the
many problems that they will have to face. This is
important, and helps then to realize the difference be
tween experiencing racism from within one's own
barrio and experiencing racism from within a racist
institution. Although conditions have improved some
what at the university, racism is still a major
problem confronting all Chicanes.
It would be so easy
to just lay down
and watch the world
kill you slowly.
But to see the
suffering would make
you suffer, so you
are left without
an alternative.
Within the craven
of your spirit you
feel the passion of
your people.
As an organization and a community, our activities vary.
El Frente's primary responsibility is to La Raza. This
entails fighting for our rights.
Often political decisions and actions in the
secular world violate and harm fundamental rights,
thus frustrating the true meaning of human
existence for the individual and the community.
How can a Jesuit priest remain passive in the
face of racial injustice, or in the face of
institutional violence? To remain inactive
would mean betraying our calling in life.
Fr. Pedro Arupe, Jesuit General
As students, and also in an effort to raise La Raza
educationally, we have academic responsibilities.
The barrios we've come from gave us the security
of a community; but also served as a buffer against
anglo society's exploitation.
At Santa Clara we, Chicanos, have no barrio; but
we have ourselves.
El Frente Estudiantil Chicano is a community.
Keeping up with so heavy a load can often be difficult" but
encouragement from one another helps. Carnalismo (brotherhood)
binds our efforts and encouragements.
Relaxing and spending what little spare time we have
together promotes Carnalismo.
Raza evolving, ever stronger, ever one,
filling the Spaniard olive merging shadow
and kneeling with the Indian worshipping the sun
Abelardo
The chains which hold us, must
be broken to release the
storm in our heart. The
hope of what will be must
burn in us as a flame that
shines as bright as the sun.
We stand fast as does a willow;
it bends but never breaks.
So you too must stand and bend,
for you will never be broken
Por Vida!
Does this not drive you farther?
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Under clear skies and a hot sun, Santa
Clara graduated its 120th class Saturday, June
12, in the Mission Gardens. Numbering 1 279
persons it was the largest class in the uni-
versity's history.
Celebrities from several fields were hon-
ored at the ceremonies. Honorary degrees were
given to opera singer Dorothy Kirsten, psychol-
ogist Carl R. Rogers, and Jesuit philosopher
Bernard J. Lonergan. Bob Hope, who was the com-
mencement speaker, received an honorary degree
in the Humanities. Vice President Fernando
Lopez of the Philippines was given the Peter
Burnett Award for Public Service. Former Chief
Justice Earl Warren received the first one in
1970.
In a surprize event during the ceremonies,
ASUSC Treasurer, Thomas Anderson, presented the
"first honorary student award" to Trustee,
Benjamin H. Swig for his "unselfish and unceas-
ing desire to work with students for their bene-
fit." A beaming Mr. Swig accepted the award,
which carried with it a student body card and
unlimited class cuts.
Next to be honored were Dean Joseph Miller
and Judith Little for their academic excellence
and their contribution to the university while
serving in their various positions during their
four years. Joe Miller received the Nobili Award
and Judy Little received the St. Claire Medal.
After doing his best to make the audience
laugh Hope urged the Class of '71 to develop a
sense of humor, to stay free to change and to
remember that "you cannot be all one thing with
no time for anyone else's opinion.
The 68 year old comedian told the audience
that "if there was ever a time when Americans
needed to live, to laugh and to pull together
it is right now. We need people with courage,
patience, tolerance and, above all, a sense of
humor. A person can have that,"he reminded the
audience, regardless of his age or his hair
style."
Following the distribution of dipolomas
the valedictorian, Paul Hogan
,
gave his speech.
He pointed out that we were all interested in
peace, and that the difference of opinion lied
in the means used in obtaining that end. As
a gesture of peace at the end of his speech
Paul gave Fr. Terry, Ben Swig and Bob Hope an
olive branch as a sign of peace.
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Robert Ackhar t
Jane Adams
Daniel Albert!
Joleen Alcantra
Bernard Alfs
Jane Aldridge
John Alix
Larry Alvarez
Richard Alves
William Amon
Howard Anderson
Richard Armstrong
Douglas Aumack
Terry Austen
Donna Ayresman
Kathleen Anderson
Lawrence Anderson
Rodney Andrade
Mike Antonelli
David Arata
Christine Baclawsk
Kathryn Bank
Nancy Barile
Robert Barnett
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Antonina Barrese
Cecilia Barrie
Daniel Barsanti
Michael Bassi
David Belardello
David Bence
Timothy Beresky
Paul Berger
Nancy Battaini
Patrick Bauer
Micheal Bazdarich
Patricia Beattie
Nancy Beaumont
Mark Boitano
Barbara Sonar
James Borkenhagen
Stephen Berger
Terry Bergstrom
Thomas Biniek
Randall Blaesi
James Blount
Peter Bosco
Joseph Boyer
Ann Brady
Edward Brady
James Brady
Robert Breen
Patricia Brennan
Karen Briggs
Marie Brown
Michael Brown
Ralph Bruce
Robert Brueggemann
Paul Bruschera
William Burford
Linda Burnside
Donald Burt
John Burton
Paige Cabral
Leo Cacitti
Joy Caillat Thomas Campagne
Anthony CampJsi
Alyson Canepa
Frank Canepa
Jeanne Carberry
John Cardoza
Michael Carey
i
i
i
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Cynthia Chang
Lorna Chang
Margaret Charlton
James Cashman
Kathleen Cassidy
Barbara Cecil
Richard Certo
Alejandro Carrion
Panette Carrol
William Carter
Jngrid Case
Kathleen Casey
James Chiesa
Lee Van Chilton
Paul Cinquini
Peter Cirelli Anthony Cirone
Micheal Clark
Micheal Clarke
Walter Classen
William Clayton
Valerie Cline
Bernard Clougherty
Kathleen Cochrane
11
1
1
Edward Comerford
Peter Conk
Robert Coray
Albert Cornelison
Claire Cole
John Colombatto
Francis Colosimo
Craig Comartin
Thomas Combs
Valerie Crane
Theodore Cribari
Robert Cruz
Martha Camming
Gerald Daly
Jack Darnell
Terry Daubek
Harry Daughters
Cindy Cummings
James Cunha
Martha Cunning
Rosemary Curran
Ron Cutler
Mark d'Ercole
Linda da Rin
Jeanne Dado
James DeRoche
Victoria Deasy
Dennis DelPonte
Rebecca DelPrado
James Davis
Phillip Davis
Diane DeGregori
Phillip DeMaria
Kevin Deremigio
Ernest Devaurs
Deidre Devlin
Christine Diez
Micheal Dixon
Monica Dodds
Anne Doeltz
Raymond Donahue
Lawrence Donatoni
Diane Doughty
Frank Doyle
Mary Drendel
Laura Driscoll
Mark Driscoll
Jeffrey Drury
Thomas Dunlap
Margaret Dusenbury
Edward Dutton
Susan Dye
Jeffrey Dysart
Richard Elston
Karen Enz
Kenneth Escobar
Barbara Everist
Robert Fair
Susan Fallis
Susan Fandel
Joseph Faria
Rand Farmer
Charles Felix
Nancy Ferrari
Mariano Filart
Gregory Fischer
David Fitzgerald
n
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Mary Fitzgerald
John Flavio
Robert Fleming
Carol Foiada
Lynn Foley
Larry Ford
Kenneth Foreman
Susan Frankus
Stephen Fredkin
Molly Freeman
Janet Fregosi
Micheal Friedrich
Cheryl Friesen
Roy Fujimoto
Carl Fusselt
James Gaffney
Susan Gaffney
Kathleen Gallagher
James Gallardo
John Garvey
Michael Giacomini
Jerett Gianelli
Wenona Giles
Patricia Garvey
Kenneth Gaske
Marguerite Gavin
James Gawley
Christine Giovannoni
Ralph Guiffre
Emmett Giurlani
Shirley Giurlani
Frederick Gonzalez
Michael Gonzalez
Douglas Goodwin
Robert Gorini
kljuM
John Grant
Gary Graves
Becky Gregg
Michael Hardie
Monty Hart
Deborah Heald
Mariellen Hemphil,
Joanna Groseta
Kathleen Grueneich
Eugene Guglielmo
Marc Haberman
Butch Hamann
Catherine Hanlon
Harold Hanover
Linda Hanten
Lynda Hardie
t
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Robert Hill
Glenn Holder
Joseph Holtz
Timothy Hole
David Henningsen
Michael Henry
William Hensley
David Herrmann
David Hesson
Susan Howseman
Francis Hughes
Mary Hughmanick
Jacqueline Hurlbutt
Kelly Idiart
John Ignoffo
Paul Imwalle
Maureen Ittig
John Jens
Lozzie Jessie
Bruce Johnson
Philip Johnson
Mark Ivary
Mary Ivary
Catherine Jamison
Lawrence Jenkins
Timothy Johnson
Sally Ann Johnston
Richard Justice
Joseph Kaakua
Tim Kado
Linda Kambestad
Tom Kaminski
Pamela Keane
Janet Kelley
Joan Kelly
Patrick Kelly
Barbara Kennedy
Cheryl Kettell
Bernard Kirkovics
Robert Kleinhenz
Esther Klempau
John Klink
Joseph Knapp
Mona Ko
Carol Koenig
James Kohles
Julia Komes
Alexander Kory
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Ketth Kramer
Edward Krasevac
William Kritlow
Joseph Kuhn
Raymond Kurzeka
James Lawie.
Suzanne Lawson
Christopher Lee
Jocelyn Lamson
Thomas Lasich
Thomas Laubacher
Donald Lauritson
Daniel Lee
Charlene Lemann
Carol Lindsay
Judith Little
James Loney
John Long
Barbara Looney
Mary Lorenzo
Greenie Lu
Norman Lussier
Frank Luttringer
Rosie Luym
Susana Luym
Marie Mackey
John Malley
Steven Maloney
Luis Maneru
Catherine Mannino
Ernest March
Joel Marini
James Martin
Kimberley Martin
Rosanne Masenga
Meredith Mason
Philip Mastrocola
Marshall Mathews
Garrett Mau
David Maxon
Gerald May
John i\/layer
Conrad Mazzarini
Bruce Mazzei
Matthew McCabe
Joseph McCarthy
Patricia McCarthy
Patricia McConville
Susan McKae
William McMahon
Sharon McManus
Mary McQuade
Allan Meadows
Victor Merolla
Anne Middleton
Charles McDermott
Micheal McGreevy
Janice McGregor
Marianne McHugh
Dean Milter
Craig Mills
Richard Minor
Alice Molina
Karen Murphy
Kathleen Murphy
Mila Murphy
Karen Mutch
Fran Morley
James Muenzer
Dennis Muldoon
Micheal Mulhern
Alan Murakami
John F. O'Brien
John T. O'Brien
Kathleen O'Brien
Patricia O'Hara
Sioe Ong
Gail Orr
Laura Ottavis
Bruce Owdom
James Naumes
Michael Nelson
John Nicholas
Mary Nolan
Matthew Noonan
John Oberti
Carol Olerich
Charles Oliver
William Olszewski
Gara Owens
Marilyn Palia
Douglas Parson
Pamela Patellaro
Thomas Pearson
Barbara Pefley
Riley Pendergraft
Mary Penyan
Frank Perachiotti
Virginia Rossi
Patricia Rowse
Michele Roy
Cornelia Robinson
Charlotte Rodgers
Marie Rodrigues
George Rogers
Barbara Rutkowsk
Cheryl Samarzich
Donald Samuel
Dave Sanchez
Theresia Sandhu
Kathleen Sapunar
Mark Sheibe
James Schiavenza
Donald Ruebusch
Stephen Ruggiero
Joseph Ruiz
James Rush
Michael Russo
Suzanne Schuttinger
Susan Sealy
Edward Seaman
Mary Sears
Mary Perkins
Betty Peter
David Petersen
Timothy Petersen
David Pfaff
Joseph PfahnI
Mike Phelan
Maria Pobjoy
John Porteous
Ernest Pricco
Carole Price
Raymond Prince Douglas Puccini
Robert Raab
Craig Ratkovich
David Rauber
Richard Ravizza
Kathleen Roach
Jon Robbins
Glenn Roberts
David Rea
James Redd
James Rehrmann
John Riope!
Denis Servatius
James Sevey
John Sequeira
Frank Serafine
Margaret Sharon
Margaret Shaw
Michael Shaw
Patricia Shea
Stephanie Shields
Christine Shimizu
Christine Shyba
Christopher Siegfried
Sandra Silva
Jack Sinnke
James Simoni
Thomas Simpson
Kathleen Sinatra
Robert Sissenstein
Cathy Skelly
Ann Slattery
Susan Slusher
Rebecca Smith
William Snyder
Robert Spencer
Timothy Sprinkles
Karen St George
Ann Stella
Arthur Scares
Augustus Soares
Virgil Soderberg
Milton Souza
Cathy Switzer
Mary Tatlea
Janet Taormina
William Straw
Lorry Stuart
James Sunseri
John Sweet
Gerald Stenson
Lawrence Stevens
James Stoelker
Claire Stoesser
Darryl Stowers
Teresa Tarantino
Michel Taylor
Ronald Tebbe
Michele Terzian
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Stephen Thatcher
Michael Thibodeaux
Laura Thomas
Davis Thompson
John Thyken
Margaret Tipton
Theresa Tobin
Timothy Toland
James Tortolano
Kathleen Truxaw
Brian Tyrrell
Joan Urhausen
Michael Vaggione
Mark Van Brunt
Javier Viilarreal
William Vivian
Donna Von Raesfeld
Allen Walburn
Mary Walcom
Daniel Walker
Susan Walters
Janet Ward
John Watson
Nelt Watson
Robert Watson
William Wayman
Patricia Weiss
Patricia Werner
Thomas Westoby
Lynne Whaley
Maureen Whelan
Barry Williams
Kathleen Winn
Coleen Winner
Linda Wood
Stephen Wozny
Thomas Yezek
Mary Zapp
Frank Zarka
John Zoria
Rosemary Zoria
Jack Zwissig
Susan Walters
Marjorie Colligan
Theresa Wallace
Mark Bogdan
Richard Walker
Frances Neville
Kathleen Higgins
Steve Soult
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The fortunes of the Santa Clara
varsity football team rose and fell
with the health status of All-Ameri-
can Dan Pastorini in 1970. The
Broncos started off quickly, collapsed
as Pastorini missed five games with a
knee injury, and then finished fast
with two lopsided victories. SCU
ended the season with a winning
5 4 1 record as 1 3 seniors finished
out their playing careers at the
Mission Campus.
Highlights of the year included
the tilt against the Villanova Wildcats
in Buck Shaw Stadium and the superb
season ending 61-41 victory over Humbolt
State. Villanova was the best opponent
Santa Clara has faced since the return
to football eleven years ago,the Wild-
cats showed it with a 37-1 6 victory
over the hard -fighting Broncos. The
Humbolt State game saw a Dan Pastorini
assault on the record books in which he
completed 10 passes in 12 attempts.
Pastorini closed out his career with 15
individual SCU records.
Standouts for the Santa Clara team
were senior Co-captain Gene Guglielmo,
defensive back Tim Johnson, guard Frank
Cassidy, defensive end Bill Wayman, and
the sensational freshman back Carl
Braboy. Most Valuable Player was
Pastorini, who also played in the Shrine
and East-West games and was drafted
third in the nation by the professional
football team, the Houston Oilers. Junior
center Ron Sani a first-teani Little All-
Coast selection, was named Most Valuable
Lineman, Braboy was Most Valuable Back,
while seniors Bernie Cloughtery and
Gene Guglielmo were tabbed as the Most
Courageous and Most inspirational
players by their teammates.
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The University of Santa Clara
basketball squad finished the 1970-71
season with an overall record of eleven
wins and fifteen losses and a West
Coast Athletic Conference record of
eight wins and six losses. The WCAC
record was good for a fourth place
tie in the league.
The highlight of the season was
an 80-78 overtime victory over WCAC
champion University of the Pacific
at home.
The strong point of the Bronco team
was a well balanced offense which fea-
tured three players in double figures:
Mart Peterson, 1 4.5 points per game;
Jolly Spight, 1 1 .3 points per game;
and Mike Stewart, 15,7 points per
game.
Injuries thwarted the Santa Clarans
throughout the season. Returning start-
ing forward Bruce Bochte was out of
action for all but one and one-half
games and starting guard Jolly Spight
missed nine games in the middle of
the season sue to injuries.
Post season accolades given to the
Santa Clara team were the selection of
Mart Peterson to the second team All-
WCAC roster and honorable mentions to
Mike Stewart and Fred Lava^oni. Peter-
son and Stewart were both awarded berths
on the second team All-Northern Califor-
nia squad while Lavaroni received honor-
able mention.
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Varsity Basketball Scores
58 San Francisco State
63 UC Berkeley
65 USF
69 Rutgers
lik^[4vMr/rEuv]
Duke
79 North Carolina State
Notre Di
Portland
60 UOP
92 Saint Mary's
91 Pepperdine
61 Loyola
80 UOP
81 Stanford
73 Duquesne
93 UN Reno
64 UN Las Vegas
63 USF
114 Saint Mary's
82 Pepperdine
68 Loyola
99 UN Reno
63 UN Las Vegas
67 USF
OPP
Ti r
4
Freshman Basketball Scores
tsy-
SCU
76 San Jose City
65 San Francisco State
61 Gavilan College
69 UOP
61 Saint Mary's
65 Moffet Field
78 UC Berkeley
69 UOP
100 Laney College
90 Hartnell
65 Stanford
105 Menio
77 UC Davis
OPP
\
SCU Intra Mural Champions
SCU Alumni

The University of Santa Clara
baseball team, under coach Sal
Taormina, won its fourth con-
secutive West Coast Atheletic
Conference title and proceeded
to the NCAA District 8 finals
before they were eliminated
by a powerful Southern Cali-
fornia team in the best of
three series.
The Bronco squad, led by senior
co-captains Duane Larson and
Rusty Weeks, featured the
record setting pitching of
Rich Troedson, Todd Brent-
linger, Joe Pupo, and Ken
Escobar; the potent bats of
Kurt Lohrke, Bruce Bochte,
Duane Larson and Dave Hen-
ingsen; and the tradition-
ally vociferous support of
the Santa Clara baseball fans.
Santa Clara finished the sea-
son with an overall record of
43 13 and a WCAC record of 18
2. In the NCAA playoffs the
Broncos defeated San Jose State
in the first round in two
straight games, 5-0 and 3-1
,
and lost to Southern California
in the second round in a three
game round: 6-5, 1 -5, and 1 -9.
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SCU Aliwn- .
lHi»llv Rcokies'
UC Odui^
UCOavItt
• Stanford Un'v
Cal Polv iPo'moca}
'"fehiilv Rookies
Sdn Jose S^^ite
Swa*ofcf L'
UC-Berkel
{JCBer^e\e\
CaVState Haif.'^'j
St Marv's
ST.MaryV
''Jn
>;r Force Acad
Ne»/adkl.as Vejas
Neyad>Las.V€
" ;^<evaaG Las Ve
Sfen FVan Ste\e
Frsino S'^'js nu-/
Sa^Jose State •'.
Pepperdine Uniw.
P^pberd»ne Un7v. -
20 'Jevada ReTo
8 • i\evaOa-Reno
10
, Nevada-Reno
5 Fresno Slate
7 USF -
*<8 USF '
1 USF
La^liWaV.I
Loyola
Loyola
Cal Pqi>^ (SLOJ
56 State
L*ose State
South»ern Cal
Southern Ce). #^%*^4
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Minor sports offer a large number
of students the opportunity to par
ticipate in an athletic endeavor.
They allow the student to supple-
ment his academic education with an
athletic experience, a real form
of education
.
In the course of
his training and competition the
athlete learns a great deal about
himself and the complexity of work-
ing with others; this type of
knowledge is best conveyed through
experience. Sports offer another
facet to a total education.
Under the auspices of the athletic
department, the Women's Recrea-
tion Association, and the Intra
mural Director Santa Clara students
are given the opportunity to par-
ticipate in a variety of inter-
collegiate and intramural sports.
Special commendation is given to
Mike Henry and his staff for
their superb job of organizing
the intramural program this year.
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Symbolization is the fundamental process of the mind. In
fact man could be characterized as a symbol making animal.
Every waking moment our senses are being stimulated and our
minds are transforming these experiences into symbols which
order and complete these experiences. Some of these symbols
become the basis for the analytical systems of science; others
become the vehicle of dream and fantasy; still others become
the medium of religious consciousness. Art is a symbol system
which is the form of feeling. The symbols of art are in fact the
very incarnation of the life of feeling, which, through art, is con-
ceived, ordered and brought up to the level of the universal. Art
is precisely not a language, which is perhaps man's most
highly developed symbol system, but it expresses areas of
consciousness that language cannot express. And it is through
art that the feeling life of man is "educated. 1
J
It is very important, however, to understand that mere
exposition will not give one the understanding of this very im-
portant symbol system and its process of symbolization. One
needs exposure to the symbols and the process of their crea-
tion before the significance of any exposition on the subject is
realized. Since these symbols deal with our sentient life and are
the foundation from which our thoughts grow and develop in
this vital area, such exposure is necessary to our functioning
as thinking, feeling human beings.
It is very easy to ignore the importance of such endeavors,
for we are a technocratic society which, on the whole, values
only ''the facts" embodied in the symbol systems of science
and history. We have become essentially a psychologically im-
balanced people. We have come to value only one area of
thought, analytical discourse. We have de-emphasized, if not
discredited, the areas of art, religion, myth and all other areas
of non-discursive, intuitive thought. In order to correct the im-
balance we must develop an awareness in this area and
realize its importance.
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Photographs by James Winegan
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Photograph by J. Kevin Byrne
Painting by Douglas Puccini

Painting by Douglas Puccini

Painting by Abdul Moshen Mana

Dark of the Moon

Skin of Our Teeth

We Bombed in New Haven

Tom Paine
Rodin Opening at the DeSaisset

Xoregos Dance Company
Fish, Fox and Cos

We greatly appreciate the patronage of the following senior parents:
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Kay
Francis J. Doyle
Mr. and Mrs. )amcs Hanratty
Albert F. Skelly
Leonard C. Mannas
Mr. and Mrs. |ohn Oberli
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Slenson
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Fcrdon
Mrs. Mateo Sinatra
David H. Millang
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas A. Sapunar
Fr. and Mrs. )esse F. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kado
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Snnniol
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph ). Ktrkovics
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Dunl,i[:)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Gorini
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